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7-Azaindole breaks carboxylic acid dimers and
simplifies VCD spectra analyses of natural
products†

Corentin Grassin, Ernesto Santoro and Christian Merten *

The determination of absolute configurations of carboxylic acids by

vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectroscopy is often compli-

cated by self-aggregation and the subsequent need to compute the

spectra of the aggregates. We show that 7-azaindole effectively

breaks up these aggregates by stronger complemental hydrogen

bonding to the COOH moiety, enabling drastic simplification and

acceleration of VCD spectra calculations.

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectroscopy has grown
into an established method for the determination of absolute
configurations (ACs) of synthetic compounds1,2 as well as
natural products.3,4 It measures the differential absorbance of
left- and right-circular polarized infrared light by vibrational
transitions and thus, unlike its UV/vis counterpart electronic
circular dichroism (ECD), does not require dedicated chromo-
phores as all chiral molecules are IR-active. The actual determi-
nation of the AC is achieved by comparison of the experimental
VCD signatures with the computed VCD spectrum of the
proposed enantiomer: if the experimental and computed spec-
tra match, the AC of the sample is that of the computed
structure; if experimental and computed VCD spectra are mirror
images, the sample has the opposite AC of the computed one.

The computation of VCD spectra requires a comprehensive
conformation analysis as missing important conformation may
lead to significant mismatches with the experiments and thus a
potential problem in AC assignments. Furthermore, as VCD
spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopic technique, strong
hydrogen bonding interactions with the solvent or other solutes
can have an additional influence on the VCD spectral pattern.
Solute-solvent interactions with H-bonding solvents and self-
aggregation, such as dimerization of carboxylic acids, must
explicitly be considered in the computations.5–7 This can

increase the computational efforts enormously, as the confor-
mational space increases drastically, and may make the analy-
sis of the VCD spectrum of a complex natural product
potentially not feasible anymore. In case of carboxylic acids,
for instance, the theoretical number of structures to compute
increases from n monomer conformers to (n2 + n)/2 dimeric
structures!

In order to develop general rules or guidelines helping to
determine whether solvation needs to be considered, we have
recently begun to systematically investigate solvent effects on a
variety of functional groups8–12 relevant for natural products
research and beyond. For the analysis of the VCD spectra of
carboxylic acids,8,9 we found solvation to be important but also
rather simple to consider: hydrogen bond acceptor solvents
interact with the O–H group of the carboxylic acid and placing
one solvent molecule of ACN or DMSO near the O–H group
typically suffices to model the solvent effect on the spectra. Due
to their high boiling points, these strongly polar solvents are
often not the ideal solvents for VCD studies on natural pro-
ducts, as their removal may require some heating which can
subsequently cause undesired rearrangement reactions of the
often quite complex structures. When turning to weakly polar
solvents, such as CDCl3, dimerization can be expected. Experi-
mentally, aggregation can be prevented to a certain degree by
choosing low enough concentrations for the measurements.
Nonetheless, only after the experiment or after the computa-
tional analysis of the monomeric carboxylic acids are already
done, it becomes clear whether dimerization has to be con-
sidered. A simplification of dimer computations can be
achieved by using formic or acetic acid as truncated second
acid models in the structure, but this approach may lead to
artificial signals in the computed IR and potentially also in the
VCD spectrum.5,8

Avoiding aggregation from the beginning usually requires
chemical modification of the carboxylic acid, for instance by
transforming it into a carboxylate salt or a methyl ester.13 While
certainly being very efficient from the computational perspec-
tive, this chemical modification method has the same
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drawback as the Mosher ester approach in NMR spectroscopy:
the sample cannot be used for any further experiments without
notable loss of material. Considering that the use of VCD
spectroscopy in the field of natural products is often already
complicated due to insufficient amounts of sample material
available for the measurement, such approaches are not gen-
erally applicable.

In light of the above-mentioned issues, we were seeking for
an additive, that can be added in equimolar ratios directly to a
carboxylic acid solution, that preferentially breaks carboxylic
acid dimers instead of forming homodimers on its own, and
that is subsequently easy to remove to avoid loss of precious
sample material. One may immediately think of simply depro-
tonating the carboxylic acid with an amine. However, besides
the fact that deprotonation might not be complete, simply
selecting an arbitrary amine for this purpose comes with
another major drawback for the analysis: the resulting ammo-
nium and carboxylate ions could remain as contact ion pair,
they could become separated and solvated, or there could be a
mixture of these states present in solution. Hence, the struc-
tural modelling required to simulate the VCD spectrum of the
sample would actually become even more complicated that for
a homodimer. In this study, we introduce the structurally
complemental base 7-azaindole (7AI, Scheme 1) as the ideal
breaker of carboxylic acid homodimers. It provides a perfectly
complemental structure that can interact through its basic site
with the O–H and through the N–H with the carbonyl function-
ality of the carboxylic acid. Thereby it binds to the COOH
moiety in a double hydrogen bonded manner just like another
carboxylic acid would, but it binds stronger due to its basic
character.

In a previous study, we investigated a-methoxyphenyl pro-
pionic acid 1 as model substance for solvation studies on
carboxylic acids.9 In this context, we also recorded and analysed
1 in chloroform-d1 solution. In the concentration range regu-
larly employed for VCD spectroscopic determinations of ACs
(B50–100 mg mL�1), 1 was shown to predominantly exist as
dimeric species. This was unambiguously confirmed by com-
paring the experimental spectra with computed spectra of (1)2

(cf. Fig. 1). Anticipating that 7AI would effectively break dimers
of a carboxylic acid, we prepared an equimolar mixture of 7AI
and 1 at the same concentration which previously led to strong
dimer formation (0.3 M). The direct comparison with the IR
spectrum of pure 1 reveals some clear changes: the band of the
carbonyl stretching mode at B1730 cm�1 decreases strongly in
intensity and broadens notably. In particular in the range below
1300 cm�1, new bands arise that can be assigned to vibrational
modes of 7AI (cf. ESI† file, Fig. S1). The most pronounced
change in the VCD spectrum of the mixture is the disappear-
ance of the strong (+/�/�)-couplet in the carbonyl region, while
changes in the range below 1500 cm�1 are rather small and
subtle.

In order to further analyse the observed spectral changes
and to correlate them to a solution phase structure, we carried
out spectra calculations. To this end, we first retrieved the six
monomer conformations of 1, their relative energies and
Boltzmann weights from our previous study. Based on these
structures, hydrogen bonded clusters 1�7AI (cf. Scheme 1) were
built by placing 7AI near the carboxylic acid moiety. After
geometry optimization and vibrational spectra calculations,
we thus obtained six cluster structures denoted 1�7AI-c1 to
-c6. The conformer numbering c1 to c6 refers to the original
conformer order obtained for 1, as the conformation of the
carboxylic acid was indeed almost unaffected by the coordina-
tion to 7AI. Likewise, the conformer energies of 1 and 1�7AI
(Table 1, Table S1 and S2, ESI†) revealed that the conforma-
tional distribution was also not affected by binding to 7AI.

The IR and VCD spectra of the six conformers of 1�7AI were
subsequently used to compute the Boltzmann-averaged spectra
of the hydrogen bonded complex. The direct overlap with the

Scheme 1 Structure of 7-azaindole (7AI) and of the four investigated
carboxylic acids 1–4. The hydrogen bonding sides of 7AI perfectly match
those of the COOH group.

Fig. 1 Comparison of the experimental IR and VCD spectra of 1 and an
equimolar mixture of 1 with 7AI (0.3 M, 100 mm optical pathlength, CDCl3)
with the corresponding computed spectra. The asterisk marks a residual
band of monomeric 1,9 hashtags mark characteristic changes in the
experimental spectra that are reproduced in the simulated spectra. A
direct overlap of the experimental and computed spectra of 1 + 7AI is
provided in the ESI† Fig. S2.
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computed spectra of the dimer presented in Fig. 1 allows for a
straightforward confirmation that the experimentally observed
spectral changes are overall very nicely captured by the simula-
tion. The disappearance of the strong carbonyl feature is also
well reproduced; note that the experimental IR and VCD bands
in the carbonyl region are much broader and thus appear
weaker than those in the simulated spectra. Likewise, changes
in the experimental VCD signatures in the range below
1500 cm�1 can also be found in the computed spectra. For instance,
the shift and slight intensity gain for the (+/�) signature at
1340 cm�1 is predicted by the calculations, although again sharper
and thus more intense due to the uniform line broadening.

The addition of one equivalent of 7AI to 1 lead to the
formation of a one-to-one hydrogen bonded cluster (cf. Fig. 2)
and 7AI could easily be removed by column chromatography or
separation (cf. ESI† for details). Experiments with excess
amounts of 7AI gave essentially the same VCD response.
Similar results were also obtained for the addition of 7AI to
2-phenylpropionic acid8 (cf. ESI,† Fig. S3 and Tables S6 and S7).
Hence, as excess of 7AI did not lead to deprotonation of
carboxylic acids, we hypothesized that intramolecular hydrogen
bonds, such as the interaction between the COOH and OH
group in isoborneolacetic acid 2, may also remain intact.
Therefore, analogously to 1, we recorded the IR and VCD
spectra of 2 and an equimolar mixture of 2 and 7AI to evaluate
this hypothesis. The two sets of experiments revealed mostly
differences in the IR spectra, which are almost entirely asso-
ciated with vibrational modes of 7AI. Again, the decrease and
broadening of the carbonyl stretching region is the most
indicative sign for a change in the solution phase structure of
2. Differences between the VCD spectra are even more difficult
to identify. Addition of 1.5 or 2 eq. of 7AI did not lead to any
further changes of the VCD signatures (cf. ESI,† Fig. S4).

A systematic conformational analysis of 2, which evaluated
three rotable bonds, gave 15 monomer conformations (cf.
Table S3, ESI† for geometries). Interestingly, four of these
conformers had a cis-conformation of the COOH moiety with
2-c2 even showing an intramolecular hydrogen bond pointing
from COOH to the hydroxy group. The first five lowest energy
conformers with trans-COOH conformation (i.e. leaving out
2-c2) were systematically paired giving 15 dimer structures
(Table S4, ESI†). Likewise, 7AI-complexes with all trans-COOH
conformers were optimized (Table S5, ESI†). Comparing the
resulting sets of structures, it is noted that the conformational
distribution of 2 is again not particularly affected by hydrogen
bond formation with either another molecule of 2 or with 7AI:
the main conformer 2-c1 (76% population) remains the most
stable in the dimer (dimer 2-c1–c1 has 65% population) and in
the heterodimer 2�7AI (2�7AI-c1 with 83% population; Fig. 2).

As observed for the experimental spectra, the computed VCD
spectra of (2)2 and 2�7AI are also quite similar (Fig. 3). None-
theless, most experimentally observed differences are found in
the predicted VCD spectra. Likewise, the computed IR spectra
resemble most of the differences seen in the experiment,
although some bands appear to be sharper due to the uniform
line broadening. Finally, it should be noted that the computed
spectra of monomeric 2 do not match as nicely with the
experiment as those of (2)2, thus confirming that dimerization
takes place in CDCl3 solution (Fig. S5, ESI†). From the VCD
spectra analysis of pure 2 and the mixtures of 2 with 7AI it can
be concluded that 7AI indeed does not break the intra-
molecular hydrogen bond even when added in excess. The
complemental hydrogen bonding pattern leads to a favourable
formation of either heterodimers 2�7AI or, in case of excess of
7AI, to the formation of VCD-inactive homodimers (7AI)2.

Table 1 Comparison of the conformer energies DEZPC (in kcal mol�1) and
the corresponding Boltzmann weights w (in percentage) of 1 and 1�7AI

Monomeric 1 Hydrogen bonded cluster 1�7AI

DEZPC w(DE) DEZPC w(DE)

1-c1 0.00 44.0 1�7AI-c1 0.00 44.9
1-c2 0.39 22.9 1�7AI-c2 0.40 22.7
1-c3 0.44 20.8 1�7AI-c3 0.43 21.5
1-c4 0.79 11.6 1�7AI-c4 0.87 10.3
1-c5 2.59 0.6 1�7AI-c5 2.77 0.4
1-c6 3.58 0.1 1�7AI-c6 3.47 0.1

Fig. 2 Structure of the lowest energy conformers 1�7AI-c1 and 2�7AI-c1.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the experimental IR and VCD spectra of 2 and an
equimolar mixture of 2 with 7AI (0.19 M, 100 mm optical pathlength, CDCl3)
with the corresponding computed spectra. Hashtags mark characteristic
changes in the experimental spectra that are reproduced in the simulated
spectra.
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Occasionally, carboxylic acids are not soluble in weakly polar
media such as chloroform(-d1) or dichloromethane(-d2), which
are preferred solvents for VCD spectroscopic analysis. One such
example is camphoric acid 3, which only dissolves in hydrogen
bonding solvents. However, as mentioned before, this may
complicate the analysis when solvation needs to be considered
explicitly in the spectra predictions.8,9 In a mixture with two
equivalents of 7AI, the dicarboxylic acid 3 dissolved in CDCl3

solution and we successfully recorded its IR and VCD spectra
(cf. Fig. 4).

For the spectra simulations, we considered 1 : 2 heterotri-
meric structures 7AI�3�7AI (cf. Fig. S7, ESI†). The six conformers
of 3, that one can find when considering the rotation of the
trans-COOH moieties and ring puckering, again do not change
much in their energetic order when forming the trimeric cluster
(c4 and c5 change the order) and about 90% of the Boltzmann
weight remains on the first three conformers (cf. Tables S8 and
S9, ESI†). The simulated spectra of 3�(7AI)2 are found to match
nicely with the experimental spectra (cf. Fig. 4) and all VCD
spectral features are captured. Solely, as already observed for
the other examples, the carbonyl band appear stronger due to
the narrow simulated line broadening.

Finally, we note that the solubilizer properties of 7AI also do
not contradict the findings on the stability of intramolecular
hydrogen bonds. In fact, mandelic acid 4, which is insoluble in
chloroform(-d1), readily dissolves upon addition of one equiva-
lent of 7AI and the corresponding computed spectra of 4�7AI
would again allow a straightforward determination of the AC
(cf. Fig. S6 and Tables S10 and S11, ESI†).

In summary of this study, we introduced a very simple
concept to avoid computing dimeric structures of carboxylic
acids for VCD spectra analysis. The procedure is experimentally
simple, as it just requires the addition of one equivalent of 7AI

per carboxylic acid moiety. The 7AI breaks homodimers of the
COOH moieties and forms heterodimeric and heterotrimeric
structures instead. Furthermore, the procedure is experimen-
tally safe, as 7AI preferentially binds to the COOH moiety and
does not lead to the deprotonation of OH groups. Hence, 7AI
can safely be added to even more complex carboxylic acid
compounds prior to the measurement without needing to worry
about an initiation of rearrangement reactions or alike. The
main simplification of the analysis introduced by this auxiliary
becomes obvious when comparing the number of computed
structures: the explicit consideration of 7AI in the calculations
does not increase the number of conformers that have to be
considered, while homodimerization of carboxylic acids results
in (n2 + n)/2 dimeric structures. Consequently, 7AI can be
considered in the conformational search from the beginning
(or easily incorporated into the structures afterwards). We thus
expect 7AI to largely simplify future VCD spectroscopic char-
acterizations of natural products with COOH moieties or even
to enable them at all.
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